Further particulars for candidates

Website:  
www.robinson.cam.ac.uk

Number:  
One stipendiary Early Career Research Fellowship in Computer Science, Engineering and Natural Sciences. The Fellowship is generously funded by the Cambridge Philosophical Society.

Entitlements:  
The stipend of a Research Fellow is at point 31 on the academic single spine (£27,181)) with a 10 per cent reduction for an appointee who has yet to complete a PhD. The post is pensionable within USS.

The following information about the benefits and responsibilities of Research Fellowships at Robinson College may be helpful for you.

Research Fellows are entitled to heavily subsidised accommodation in the College, subject to availability. All meals taken by Fellows and Research Fellows are free of charge. Grants of up to £700 are available annually for academic expenses, and there is financial assistance for running small conferences/symposia in the College up to a maximum of £3000 per annum. There is also an allowance of up to £350 towards the purchase of a computer. There is also an entertainment allowance of £126 per annum.

All Fellows, including Research Fellows, are voting members of the College’s Governing Body. All are expected to attend meetings of the Governing Body. The Research Fellow would have the full rights of Fellowship within the College. He or she might also be invited to become a member of other College committees, in due course, and would be expected to participate in the life of this academic community, for instance, mentoring graduate students, or participating in research seminars for our graduate students. The Research Fellow would be expected to pursue full-time research, but he or she would be welcome to undertake supervisions (small-group teaching) for the College, up to a maximum of 4 hours per week. Supervisions would attract separate payment at the agreed intercollegiate hourly rate.